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Benjamin Silverman City of Boston-EEOS
John Dalzell City of Boston-BPDA
Jim Newman Linnean Solutions, LLC
Dennis Carlberg Boston University
Ben Myers Boston Properties
Chris Schaffner Green Engineer
Maura Zlody City of Boston-EEOS
Hong-Hanh Chu Commonwealth/EEA
Galen Nelson MA CEC
Matt Foran National Grid
James Cater Eversource
Karthik Rao Enernoc





Christos Cassandras Boston University 
Peter Furth Dukakis Center-Northeastern University
Josh Weiland City of Boston-Transportation Dept.
Haidee Janak City of Boston-EEOS
Jonathan Lee City of Boston-BPDA
Hong-Hanh Chu Commomwealth-EEA





Jay Gordon MIT Transit Lab
Rafael Mares Conservation Law Foundation
Marc Ebuña Transit Matters
Henry Kelly BU/ISE;  University of Michigan
Kathryn Carlson A Better City
Brian Morris Eversource
Sandeep Dudhwewala National Grid
Chris Porter Cambridge Systematics
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Member Affiliation
Amlan Saha M.J. Bradley & Associates
Bruce Biewald Synapse Energy Economics
Sanem Sergici The Brattle Group




Brad Swing City of Boston














































Domain Sector Modeling Approach
Buildings Residential Buildings BEM (E+) coupled with residential adoption model
Buildings Commercial Buildings BEM (E+) coupled with commercial adoption model
Buildings First Movers BEM (E+) coupled with planed technology adoption
Transportation Passenger Transportation Mode Choice, vehicle ownership 
Transportation Fleet Transportation Planned technology adoption
Transportation Freight Transportation Planned technology adoption
Public Services Municipal Lighting Planned technology adoption
Public Services Solid Waste Boston Zero Waste Plan + LCA
Public Services Water Delivery Water demand, planned technology adoption
Public Services Wastewater Collection Wastewater demand, planned technology adoption
Public Services Wastewater Processing Wastewater demand, planned technology adoption
Land Use Land Use Flux accounting
Supply Distributed Generation (in city) Planned technology adoption
Supply Imported Electricity Ensemble analysis of grid forecasts
Supply Steam Planned technology adoption
Supply Imported Steam Planned technology adoption
Supply Gas Account for delivery losses
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We do not expect CFB’s and the City of Boston’s policy options to greatly
influence the path of ISO-NE grid decarbonization
-but-
We do expect there to be some degree of feedback and desired 
consistency.
Our goal is to find an existing model of ISO-NE grid emissions through 
2050 that is reasonably consistent with the ultimate CFB plan. Since we 
don’t yet have the plan formulated, this is an exercise in “skating to where 
we think this puck will be going” 










An Analysis of the Massachusetts
Renewable Portfolio Standard
May 2017
• Commissioned by NECEC & Mass 
Energy Consumers Alliance
• Funders: E4TheFuture & Barr 
Foundation
• Capacity expansion modeling of 
increasing state RPS 
• 2030 – Massachusetts focused 
An Analysis of the Massachusetts Renewable Portfolio Standard, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.; Sustainable Energy Advantage, May 2017 
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An Analysis of the Massachusetts
Renewable Portfolio Standard
An Analysis of the Massachusetts Renewable Portfolio Standard, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.; Sustainable Energy Advantage, May 2017 
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November 2017
• Commissioned and Funded by:
• Conservation Law Foundation
• Brookfield Renewable
• NextEra Energy Resources
• National Grid
• Robert Stoddard
• Capacity expansion modeling of a 
dynamic clean energy market
• 2050 Outlook
• ISO-NE

























GCAM-USA Analysis of the U.S. Electric Power Sector Transitions, PNNL-JGCRI, May 2017 
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An Analysis of the Mass. 
Renewable Portfolio 
Standard 
A Dynamic  Clean Energy Market 
In New England
GCAM-USA Analysis of 
Electric Power Sector 
Transitions
Research Team Synapse Brattle PNNL/JGCRI
Last model year 2030 2050 2050
Spatial Resolution State/ISO+NE State/ISO+NE State/ISO+NE
Policy Analysis RPS & GWSA Dynamic payments, tax, cap Emissions cap (80x50)
Region of Policy Focus MA New England National 
Model Platform EnCompass (Anchor) Scenario Impact Model (Brattle) GCAM-USA (open source) 
Model Methodology Grid operations and 
planning optimization
Capacity expansion Dynamic recursive 
economic allocation of 
grid resources
















• Is the overall model appropriately conceptualized?
• Are there important activities or issues that fall through the cracks?
Energy Supply:
• What scenarios are important to consider for CFB?
• What analytical methods are important for supplying grid assumptions for CFB?
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• What stage of process is optimal for next meeting?
• What additional information can we provide?
